
Third Home Visit 
Good News Gospel Explosion 

THIRD VISIT IN THE HOME  

"The worker of God should be prepared to put forth the highest mental and moral energies with which nature, 

cultivation, and the grace of God have endowed him; but his success will be proportionate to the degree of 

consecration and self-sacrifice in which the work is done, rather than to either natural or acquired endowments." 

Gospel Workers, p.80 

Make no appointments for regular Bible studies, unless the interested one has a background of the truth. Under such 

circumstances arrange to give them studies which would prepare them for baptism at an early date. 

Ascertain any Biblical question on someone thus far presented that might be puzzling to them If all the Message is 

not clear up to this phase of the series, give sufficient texts to clarify the points. Be skillful in analyzing your interest. 

Discover whether or not they are,Backsliders, Making excuses, Under conviction, Can be brought under conviction, 

Argumentative. Convince them that being a true Christian involves obeying the truth as fast as they understand it. 3 

"IF" texts--John 8:31-32; John 7:17; John 13:17. 

NOTE: Use your Bible, not your memory. People are more impressed by the read Word, than the quoted Word.  

If advisable get the person on their knees for prayer. To accept Christ fully for the first time. Tore-consecrate life to 

Christ if already a Christian.  

 

NOTE: In some instances you might suggest that they pray. If they do not know how, teach them, by letting them 

repeat a brief prayer after you, or having them repeat the Lord's Prayer. 

CONCLUSION  

Make notations on their card of the visit and indicate the degree of interest. 

� Keeping a brief case history of each interested person is important. 

� It acts as a refresher to your own mind. 

� In the event that you are not able to continue the work, another could step in and carry on without loss. 

 


